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On 11-17-2021 at approximately 1706 hours, |, PO Henderson 673 was performing an assignment for
the KPD SWAT team undera Jury Trial reference 2021-59448. | was assigned to an unmarked van
and instructed to follow the members of the Jury to a predetermined location in order forthem to be.
[brought to their vehicles after being dismissed for the day. The members of the Jury were being
transported by the Kenosha County Sheriff's Department. The unmarked van was not equipped with
[emergency lights, siren, ofvideo/audio recording.

While waiting for the membersof the Jury to be escorted out of the courthouse, | positioned the van
facing east along 54th Street at10th Avenue. |originally observed a black Nissan Pathfinder (WI

D. The vehicle parked behind the unmarked van. The vehicle then moved and parked in the
parking lot northofKCJ (jury parking lot). As the KCSD began to transport the membersofthe Jury,
the vehicle began to follow the unmarked van and the Jury members.

|The vehicle followed the Jury members N/B on Sheridan Road then W/B on 52nd Street. The vehicle
|was being operated in lane #2. The vehicle was approximately one city block behind the unmarked
|van. As the unmarked van proceeded through the intersection of 52nd Street and 22nd Avenue, the
lightofW/B traffic tumed red. The Nissan Pathfinder proceeded through the intersection with a red
traffic light.

The vehicle continued to follow the Jury members and the unmarked van W/B on 52nd Street. At one
point, the vehicle was being operated W/B while next to the unmarked van. | observed that the
operator was a M/W wearing prescription glasses and a baseball hat. The vehicle continued to follow
us on 52nd Street past 39th Avenue. Officers contacted KPD dispatch and requested for an officer in
|a marked patrol car to performa traffic stop on the vehicle.

|The vehicle continued to follow us W/B on 52nd Street to 88th Avenue. The vehicle also followed us.
N/B on 88th Avenue to approximately the 1200 blockof 88th Avenue. Marked patrol cars performed a
[traffic stop on the vehicle in the 1200 block of 88th Avenue.

Officers that stopped the vehicle were informed to identify the driver and issue the following citation.

|- Operator Violate Red Traffic Light - WI SS 346.37(1)(C)

Officers that performed the traffic stop informed me that the driver stated that he worked for MSNBC.

See other officers reports for further information.

|This ends my involvement in this case.
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ey, KENOSHA POLICE

On 11/17/21, at approximately 1708 hours, |, Officer Jones-Denson #651 was patrol in ful KPD
uniform and in fully marked squad #3363 B/WIC Recording. Officer Gaurdiola #537 who was in side
an unmarked squad, advised that they needed a vehicle with Wi plat #ALX8934, stopped.

Irespondedtothe 1200blockof County HwyH and stopped the vehicle. | made contact with the
sole occupantwhowas identifiedbyGA PDL as James J. Morrison. James advisedthathe was a
producer with NBC news and was in town for the Rittenhouse trial. | asked James whywashe
following and unmarked vehicle. James advised that he was instructed to do so from his boss (Irene
Byon) who was in New York.

Iwas advised by Lt. Dillhoffto cite James for Violating a redtrafficsignalandto have him pictured
and printed do to him not being from the area. James was taken intocustodywithout incident. James
was searched and placed in the rear transport compartment of my squad and transported to the Jail
where he was pictured and printed.

After being pictured and printed, James was transported back to his vehicle that was left parked in
a parking lot in the 1200 blockof County HWY H. James was issued his citation which was completed
byOfficer Eakins #693. The citation was explained. James was released from custody. Thereis no
further information to report. See other Officer reports for further detail.
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